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CAUTION; ADVANCE TEXT
For use in connexion with
Net; Year's Day, 1 January

^B-a

SG/SM/26S2
27 December 1978

TEXT OF KiESSAGE BY SECRETARY-GENERAL ON HEW YEAR'S DAY

The past year has seen the intensification of the struggle for peace in
many regions of the world and in many fields of human activity. We have
witnessed, for example, great efforts to mitigate the dangers of nuclear
confrontation, to make a new start on disarmament, to achieve a settlement of
the problems of southern Africa, to make a significant step for peace in the
Middle East and to adjust the vital relationships of the most powerful
nations. Strenuous efforts to devise a new international economic order have
continuea. Human rights and great social problems have been the subject of
sustained international debate and of plans for action.

Never before has the human race been so conscious of its problems or of
the many dangers or injustices of its condition. Never before has it been so
active in trying to remedy them. This new awareness, however, has given rise
to a widespread sense of uncertainty and frustration, which nowhere can be
seen more clearly than in the workings of the United Nations. While we have a
much better picture of what needs to be done, we lack as yet the will or the
capacity to do it.

In dealing with complex international or global problems we cannot expect
to achieve easy or quick results. We must beware of premature discouragement
or defeatism over the possibility of achieving the objectives we have set
ourselves. We must not be dismayed by the prospect of a long struggle.
Indeed there is no serious alternative.

When we look back, we can measure how far we have advanced towards many
of the objectives which seemed unattainable only a few years ago. Our problem
is to harness our energy and wisdom for the attack on the dangerous and
intractable international problems which still defy our efforts. The fabric
of world peace which we are attempting to create still has many holes and many
gaps. It is here that we must concentrate our skill, our experience, our
determination and our growing capacity to co-operate.

We must come to grips with poverty and economic imbalance. We must
defuse problems which perennially threaten world peace. We must achieve
significant progress in disarmament. We must steadily advance towards a world
where the rights and dignity of each human being will be respected. We must
constantly renew our determination not to be put off or discouraged by the
immense difticuities of solving such problems.

(more)
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The past year, for all its frustrations anu disappointments, has also
witnessed some encouraging signs ot statesmanship and leadership ana a new
sense of realism anU of what is achievable. There is also, I believe, a
growing sense of international soijoarity basea on the realization of what we
can gain by co-operation ana what we will inevitably lose by contiict.

I hope that in 19?y we can strengthen these positive trenas ana bring at
least some of our efforts to fruition.

'('he world in which we Jive, and which to some extent we have created,
urgently demands benevolent oreer anu a greatly increasec sense of community.
Survive.:, is not enough. We urgently neeo to develop a new and global
civilization attuneci to the realities and the neeus of all the peoples of the
world.

That 33 what, by s?ow ana arduous steps, we ate trying to bui.ici in the
United Nations. Let us rece^icate ourselves to this greatest of tasks in the
com.i ng year.

* *** *



Office of PubHc
Press Section

CAUTION: ADVANCE TEXT
For use in connexion with the
observance of Human Rights Day
Sunday. 10 December 1978

SG/SM/2651
HRD/llA
7 December 1978

^OF UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HLWN RIGHTS

Following is the text of Secretary-General Kurt Tfaldheim's message on the
occasion of the thirtieth anniversary, of the adoption of the United Nations
Universal Declaration of Human Rights:

Thirty years ago the General Assembly adopted the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and thereby set a common standard of achievement for peoples and
nations in the historic fight against all forms of injustice, discrimination
and prejudice. Together with the Charter, which vas ratified three years
earlier, the Declaration is now the foundation for a global community of
freedom, justice and- peace based upon universal respect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms.

This thirtieth anniversary is a fitting time to assess the progress
we have made in meeting the goals we set for ourselves in 19̂ 8. Since then
many important international Conventions, Covenants and procedures have been
adopted under the auspices of the United Nations and its family of specialized
agencies which give expression to the moral conscience of humanity. These
agreements are all the more significant because they demonstrate a growing
acceptance of the principle that the worth and dignity of every person is a
legitimate concern of the world community of nations.

Nonetheless, we must realistically acknowledge the fact that we still
have a long way to go before- everyone enjoys the equal and inalienable rights
set forth in the Declaration, Untold millions throughout the world are
victimized and suffer persecution, both overt and concealed, simply because
of the beliefs they hold, or because of their colour or their ethnic or racial
origin. In southern Africa, for example, we see an illegal institutionalized
racialism enforced by the State. It is a primary objective of the United
Nations to advance the full enjoyment of equal human rights for all peoples
everywhere.

(more)
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TMs task is infinitely complex and difficult,, To carry it out successfully
requires broad popular supports The Declaration itself calls upon every individual
and every organ of society to strive, by teaching and education, to promote
respect for every person's rights without regard as to race, sex, language or
religiono

In the final analysis, however, we can make headway only with the political
will and active co-operation of the Member States of the United Nations. Their
commitment is basic to the world-wide promotion and protection of human
rights through the rule of law, which is the promise of the Declaration, ¥e
can best redeem it by the universal adherence of all Governments to the
human rights agreements already achieved in the United Nations and by the actions
they take to give them legal and moral force.

The roots of the problem run deep. They are found not only in our social
institutions, but in the- hearts and minds of individual men and women who would
deny- our common humanity, On this Thirtieth Anniversary of the Universal
Declaration of- Human Rights, therefore, let us rededicate ourselves to defeating
this evil, once and for all, both within ourselves and within organized society.
It is the only way we can guarantee to future generations the abiding truth
enshrined in the Declaration: "All human beings are born free and equal in
dignity and in rights,,"
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U N I T E D N A T I O N S p i N A T I O N S U N I E S\j|tirgv
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM ~^^ MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

TO-. The Secretary-General DATE: 17 November 1978

REFERENCE:

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

FROM: Robert L. Schiffer
DE:

SUBJECT: Message Commemorating the 30th Anniversary of the
OBJET: Universal Declaration of Human Rights

Attached is a draft message commemorating the
3Oth Anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights.

The message will serve a dual purpose:

1. For general distribution by DPI omitting
the mention of UNA, and

2. For special distribution by UNA with the
appropriate special mention.

Mr. Buffum and Mr. van Boven have seen the draft
and have given it their approval.

cc: Mr. Mayrhofer



DRAFT MESSAGE (TO UNA/USA) BY SECRETARY-GENERAL KURT WALDHEIM
COMMEMORATING THE 3OTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION

OF HUMAN RIGHTS

Thirty years ago the General Assembly adopted the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights and thereby set a

common standard of achievement for peoples and nations in

the age-old fight against all forms of injustice, discrimination

and prejudice. Together with the Charter, which was ratified

three years earlier, the Declaration today is the foundation

for a global community of freedom, justice and peace based

upon universal respect for human rights and values.

In keeping with the Declaration's expressed intent, we

have made real progress since 1948 to advance "the equal

and inalienable rights of all members of the human family".

This progress is all the more significant in view of the

fact that the United Nations, with a membership of 151 States,

represents varying political, social and economic systems with

differing historical and cultural traditions. We have good

reason to be encouraged, therefore, with the many important

international Conventions, Covenants and Declarations concluded

under the auspices of the United Nations and its family of

Specialized Agencies which give expression to the moral

conscience of mankind.
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What we have accomplished in the past thirty years

demonstrates the growing acceptance of the principle

implicit in both the Charter and the Declaration that

recognition and promotion of the worth and dignity of

every human being is a legitimate concern of the world

community of nations. It is a concern that we also

see reflected today in our effort to achieve a new and

more equitable international economic order, one in

which all peoples can realize their rightful aspiration

to a better life.

We still stand much too far from this goal. Indeed,
\

with all that has been done, we stand much too far

from having achieved the other fundamental rights enshrined

in the Declaration when it was adopted thirty years ago.

Untold millions throughout the world are victimized and suffer

persecution, both overt and concealed, simply because of the

beliefs they hold, or because of their colour or their ethnic

or racial origin. In southern Africa, for example, we see an

illegal institutionalized racialism enforced by the State.

Elsewhere in the world we see other pernicious practices,

subtle and unofficial at times but no less effective as barriers
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to economic, social, cultural and political justice. It is

a primary objective of the United Nations, one to which I

remain unalterably committed, to week for the removal of

these barriers no matter what form they take and no matter

where they exist.

In looking to the future ,it is vital that governments

take the action needed to protect and defend human rights

at the national and international levels. The impetus

for this action, in turn, must have a popular base at

the local or grass-roots level, and it is here that

(UNA and other) Non-Governmental Organizations have a

key role to play. It is a role that was largely envisaged

by the Declaration itself which calls upon every individual

and every organ of society to strive, by teaching and

education, to promote respect for every person's rights

without regard as to race, sex, language, or religion.

This support is of the greatest importance, for it is

only with the political will and active co-operation

of the Member States of the United Nations that we will

succeed in strengthening the lofty aims and principles

of the Charter and of the Declaration as binding instruments

of international law.
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As we now rededicate ourselves to the achievement

of this goal, however, let us recognize that, in the

final analysis, legislation is but one part of the

answer we seek. The denial of human rights, unfortunately,

has deep roots not only in organized society but in the

hearts and minds of individual men and women. It is

sustained there by ignorance and outmoded practices

and beliefs which deny our common humanity. Today, on

the Thirtieth Anniversary of the Universal Declaration

of Human Rights, let us resolve to defeat this evil

once and for all both within ourselves and within

society. It is the only way we can guarantee to future

generations the abiding truth set forth in the Declaration:

"All human beings are born free and equal in dignity

and rights."



DRAFT 3

DRAFT MESSAGE (TO UNA/USA) BY SECRETARY-GENERAL KURT WALDHEIM
COMMEMORATING THE BOTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION

OF HUMAN RIGHTS

Thirty years ago the General Assembly adopted the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights and thereby set a

common standard of achievement for peoples and nations ia the

age-old fight against all forms of injustice, discrimination

and prejudice. Together with the Charter, which was ratified

three years earlier, the Declaration today is the foundation

for a global community of freedom, justice

and peace based upon universal respect for human rights and

values.

In keeping with the Declaration's expressed intent, we

have made real progress since 1948 to advance "the equal and

inalienable rights of all members of the human family". This

progress is all the more significant in view of the fact that

the United Nations, with a membership of 151 States, represents

varying political, social and economic systems with differing

historical and cultural traditions. We have good reason to be

encouraged, therefore, with the many important international

Conventions, Covenants and Declarations concluded under the

auspices of the United Nations and its family of Specialized

Agencies which give expression to the moral conscience of mankind.
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What we have accomplished in the past thirty years

demonstrates the growing acceptance of the principle

implicit in both the Charter and the Declaration that

recognition and promotion of the worth and dignity of

every human being is a legitimate concern of the world

community of nations. It is a concern that we also

see reflected today in our effort to achieve a new and

more equitable international economic order, one in

which all peoples can realise their rightful aspiration

to a better life.

We still stand much too far from this goal. Indeed,

with all that has been done, we stand much too far

from having achieved the other fundamental rights enshrined

in the Declaration when it was adopted thirty years ago.

Untold millions throughout the world are victimized and suffer

persecution, both overt and concealed, simply because of the

beliefs they hold, or because of their colour or their ethnic

or racial origin. In southern Africa, for example, we see an

illegal institutionalized racialism enforced by the State.

Elsewhere in the world we see other pernicious practices,

subtle and unofficial at times but no less effective as barriers
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to economic, social, cultural and political justice. It is

a primary objective of the United Nations, one to which I

remain unalterably committed, to work for the removal of

these barriers no matter what form they take and no matter

where they exist.

In looking to the future it is vital that governments

take the action needed to protect and defend human rights

at the national and international levels. The impetus

for this action, in turn, must have a popular base at

the local or grass-roots level, and it is here that

(UNA and other) Non-Governmental Organizations have a

key role to play. It is a role that was largely envisaged

by the Declaration itself which calls upon every individual

and every organ of society to strive, by teaching and

education, to promote respect for every person's rights

without regard as to race, sex, language, or religion.

This support is of the greatest importance, for it is

only with the political will and active co-operation

of the Member States of the United Nations that we will

succeed in strengthening the lofty aims and principles

of the Charter and of the Declaration as binding instruments

of international law.
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As we now rededicate ourselves to the achievement

of this goal, however, let us recognize that, in the

final analysis, legislation is but one part of the

answer we seek. The denial of human rights, unfortunately,

has deep roots not only in organized society but in the

hearts and minds of individual men and women. It is

sustained there by ignorance and outmoded practices

and beliefs which deny our common humanity. Today, on

the Thirtieth Anniversary of the Universal Declaration

of Human Rights, let us resolve to defeat this evil

once and for all both within ourselves and within

society. It is the only way we can guarantee to future

generations the abiding truth set forth in the Declaration:

"All human beings are born free and equal in dignity

and rights.Ir
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22 December 1978

CAUTION: ADVANCE RELEASE
For use in connexion with
the International Year of the Child
1 January 1979

MESSAGE BY SECRETARY-GENERAL KURT WALDHEIM

OH OCCASION OF INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF THE CHILD

The United Nations has proclaimed 1979 as the International Year of the Child.

This proclamation stems from a belief which is common to us all. Rich or
poor, we regard our children as our most precious resource. To our children
belongs our future.

The world into -which our children -will grow should be one in which national
resources are used justly and wisely and the life of nations is marked by
co-operation and not by conflict The fear of war should be overcome by the
limitless hopes of peace. We cannot leave to our children a legacy of want
and strife.

This is the very essence of the Charter of the United Nations. We have to
ensure that the generations which will succeed us are enabled to realize the
human potentiality for construction and progress. They will be so enabled only
if we now recognise the rights and meet the special needs of our children for the
warmth of affection, for adequate nourishment, fcr health services and for
educational preparation for their future These needs remain unfulfilled in one
way or another through large segments of human society.

The International Year of the Child is meant to encourage all countries to
review their programmes for promoting the physical and mental well-being of their
children. These programmes are to be pursued at community, national and
international levels. They shculd be an integral part of plans for social
and economic development-

This year will give us a chance to demonstrate that the peoples of the world
governments, institutions and individuals alike -- can work together effectively
towards a purpose which is central to human destiny. Humanity owes to the
child the best it has to give. I appeal to all to participate in the activities
directed towards creating a secure and happy future for our children.

For information media - not an official record
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SG/SM/2660
GA/5930
20 December 1978

STATEMENT BY SECRETARY-GENERAL TO GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON PERSONNEL QUESTIONS

Following is the text of a statement made to the General Assembly this
afternoon by Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim following the adoption of a
resolution on personnel questions (resolution

The General Assembly has just adopted an important resolution on personnel
questions which is not only of intense interest to Member States, but also of
deep concern to the staff and to me as Secretary-General. It relates to this
Organization's management of its human resources, and to my responsibilities
under Article 97 of the Charter as the Chief Administrative Officer of the
Organization.

I take note of the requests addressed to me by the Assembly in this resolu-
tion, and I shall exercise my best judgement in responding to these requests
with the interests of the Organization in mind .

It is well known that certain provisions of this resolution have aroused
deep anxieties among the staff and they have manifested this concern in ways
with which the Assembly is familiar. The paragraph of the resolution referring
to a percentage limitation on the opportunities given to General Service staff
to advance after competitive examination to the Professional category has
created particular misgivings on the part of staff at all levels, and also the
administration itself.

As Secretary-General I have always attached importance to the assurance
of opportunities for career development and advancement of individuals who
devote a large part of their working lives to the service of this Organization.
This is true not only of Professional staff, but also of those who enter the
service in the General Service category but aspire, through hard work and im-
provement of their educational qualifications, to advance some day to the ranks
of the Professionals. I am therefore glad to note that the Assembly has recognize^
the importance of this question and agreed, through the amendment is has just
adopted, to the substitution of a higher percentage limitation than the one
which was originally ve^oirimrnded by the Fifth Committee.

(more)
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I would add in this connexion that in implementing the provisions of the
resolution as it has now been approved, I intend to consult with the represen-
tatives of the staff in accordance with Staff Regulation 8.1 and 2 through the
Joint Advisory Committee, since the questions involved are clearly matters
which in the words of the Regulations relate to "personnel policies and
general questions of staff welfare".

Before concluding, may I also make brief reference to the comments made in
the General Cojcmittee this morning and on other occasions recently as to the
need for a thorough review of the working procedures by which this Organization
carries out its work. I myself have drawn attention repeatedly to the fact
that the General Assembly with 151 Members is still trying to dispose each
year of as many as 120 to 1JO items within the same three-month period that
the Organization's original 51 Member States devoted to the discussion of 20 to
30 items in earlier years. This is a factor, which, as I am sure all distinguish
delegates will agree, contributes in large part to the difficulties in which we
now find ourselves. The pressures of time do not always assist in the solution
of our problems.

It is my intention, therefore, to give this matter intensive study and
to come forward with concrete proposals in time for the Assembly's consideration
at its thirty-fourth session.

-x-
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SG/SM/2659
19 December 1978

SECRETARY-GENERAL'S REMARKS 'AT THE FLAG-RAISING OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF DOMINICA

"Let me open this ceremony by extending a warm welcome to His Excellency
Mr. Arlington Riveriere, who is with us today representing the people and Government
of the Commonwealth of Dominica, the world's newest independent State. In greeting
him, I ask that he convey my sincere congratulations to the first Prime Minister of
Dominica, His Excellency Mr. Patrick Roland John.

;'I should also like to add a word of appreciation here to the United Kingdom
for the role it played as the Administering Authority in encouraging and assisting
Dominica in its peaceful transition to independence.

"When this Organization was founded in 19̂ 5, it raised the flags of the
original 51 Member States. Today, in raising the flag of Dominica, we mark the
admission of the 100th new Member to join the United Nations since then.

"This growth is a measure of the great independence movement which, in a
third of a century, has seen the birth of more new nations than at any previous time
in history. It points up not only the near universality that is now the mark of the
United Nations, but the deep faith that people everwhere place in it as the world's
best hope for building a peaceful and just international community.

"The fulfilment of this hope will rest in large measure on the outcome of our
effort to create a new international economic order.

"In welcoming the people of Dominica today, therefore, we wish them every
success as they join us in this vital effort and assume their place as a free and
sovereign Member State of the United Nations.

"It is a great pleasure for me now to order that the flag of Dominica be
raised here at the Headquarters of the United Nations."

»#*

For information media - not an official record



SG message in Secretariat News
dated 16 December 1978

A Message from the Secretary-General

We are TIOW drawing to the close of another year in which the United Nations
has played an increasingly important role touching upon virtually every area of
human activity. It is a role that has imposed heavy demands on the Secretariat,
and I welcome this opportunity, therefore, to express my personal gratitude and
appreciation to each one of you for your tireless and dedicated efforts during 1978
to carry out the historic tasks assigned to us by the Member States of the United
Nations.

When the first session of the General Assembly was held in 1945, its mem-
bership stood at 51. By the end of the current 33rd session, membership will
stand at 151. The addition of 100 new nations in 33 years reflects how far we
have come to achieving a universality in keeping with the geographic and human
diversity of our global society.

The Organization's growth in membership has been accompanied by an even
sharper growth in the complex problems confronting it. People have a tendency
to equate the United Nations in terms of its success - or failure - in resolving
these problems. This is understandable, of course, because the issues involved
deeply affect the lives of nearly everyone in the world. What people have a ten-
dency to overlook, however, is that we are not only a meeting place for states-
men and a safety valve when conflict threatens, but a living, human institution
engaged in the critical day to day work of our interdependent planet .

The maintenance of peace and international security is our main objective,
but people like you all over the world are also engaged in operations ranging from
protection of human rights to the creation of a new and more equitable internat-
ional economic order. Whether it be in the area of technical cooperation or
humanitarian assistance - or in any of the United Nations' six separate peace-
keeping operations - everyone who works for the United Nations is helping to
develop a sense of human solidarity.

The importance of your roles in the United Nations is not only in the tasks
you perform, but in the idea of service to the UN's family of international insti-
tutions and programmes which you symbolize. These are the framework of a
world order which must evolve if we are to move forward to a just society in
which we will fulfill the hopes and ideals of the Charter.

The support and understanding of each member of the Secretariat is essen-
tial, for the concept of an impartial international civil service of integrity is
basic to our success. We are all aware of the special problems that are invo-
lved. I was pleased, therefore, to have had the opportunity to discuss many of
them recently with the Staff Committee. I can but reiterate my confidence that,
in the spirit of goodwill and cooperation, we can find solutions which will prove
satisfactory to us as well as to the Member Governments who play such an impor-
tant part in our affairs.

As we now approach a New Year, I want to thank you again for the part you
are playing in building the Organization and for the faith you have consistently
shown. It is this faith that will sustain us and give us strength to meet the chal-
lenges still to come. For the year that is before us, I extend to you and to your
families my warm good wishes for personal happiness and for success in the tasks
to which we are all committed.

Kurt Waldheim



Mensaje del Presidente de la Asamblea General
Nos acercamos a las fiestas tradicionales de fin de ano y tambien a la culmina-

cidn del trigesimo tercer perfodo de sesiones de la Asamblea General. Quisiera va-
lerme del erpacio que Secretariat News concede en su ultimo numero de cada ano al
Presidente de la Asamblea para transmitir mis saludos mas cordiales y mis mejores
votos de felicidad personal a los trabajadores de las Naciones Unidas y sus familias.

Las labores del perfodo de sesiones han sido, para mf, fuente de experiencias
aleccionadoras. Entre ellas esta el hecho mismo del arduo trabajo de la Secretarfa,
llevado a cabo en forma armoniosa y cooperativa y con ese sentido d.e camaraderfa
que nace de objetivos compartidos. Ninguna otra empresa humana tiene la dimension
universal que caracteriza a nuestra Organizacion. Aquf, hombres y mujeres de todas
partes del mundo, representando las mas diversas culturas, creencias y convicciones,
ponen en accion, en sus tareas diarias, los grandes propdsitos y principios que fueron
el fundamento de la Carta de San Francisco. Es su esfuerzo y etnpeno lo que hace
funcionar este mecanismo internacional, dedicado a fortalecer la paz y la concordia
entre las naciones y a promover el progreso econdmico y social de los pueblos.

La Asamblea General es un buen espejo de las preocupaciones y de las esperanzas
de la humanidad. Nuestro trabajo durante este perfodo de sesiones ha sido - como lo
es siempre - intense y sobrecargado de demandas que exceden en magnitud a lo que
normalmente se podrfa esperar de los limitados recursos de la Secretarfa. El hecho
de que todos los servicios de la Asamblea, desde los mas modestos a los mas espe-
cializados^, se presten tan eficazmente como me ha tocado comprobarlo es prueba de
la devocidn de nuestros trabajadores y ejemplo de la cooperacidn y fraternidad que
deseamos para la humanidad en el futuro.

Felices Pascuas y Prospero Ano Nuevo para todos.

Indalecio Lievano

Disastrous CYCLONE

STRUCK SRI LANKA

1,500 persons killed 1 ^' 'VCl^v

80,000 houses damaged J. £-_-? 1/cJ •'/•^

MILLIONS affected

HUNDREDS of schools" ,'.\
and hospital units
damaged

ASSISTANCE
to victims appreciated (>,

ff

On 23 November a cyclone swept from east to
west of Sri Lanka causing 1, 500 deaths, damaging
80, 000 houses and affecting one million people.

In the traditional manner, a UN Cyclone
Relief Committee for Sri Lanka has been formed,
with the approval of the Secretary-General and the
Staff Council, to conduct a Secretariat-wide appeal
for funds to assist the victims of the disaster.
The Committee is composed of 25 staff members,
with Mr. Andrew Joseph, Assistant-Secretary-
General, UNDP, as Chairman, Mr. Tobin Lowell

as Treasurer, and Mr. N. Jasentuliyana as Secre-
tary.

On 15 December, contributions in cash will be
received by authorized staff acting on behalf of the
Committee.

Contributions may also be made by cheque
payable to the UN Cyclone Relief Committee for Sri
Lanka and addressed to the Treasurer, Mr. Lowell,
room 1947, United Nations, New York, N. Y. 10017.

Hie covcrjj
GREETINGS ROUND THE WORLD

from
Olav S. Mathiesen

This is the last issue of the News for the
year. You will find the 1979 calendar showing
paydays and holidays on the back cover. The ca-
lendar, too, was designed by Olav S. Mathiesen,
Chief of Graphic Presentation.

The News thanks many people for their help
during the year: our contributors, correspondents
and collaborators; every single member of the
Photo Section which plays a large part in each
issue; our colleagues in the Publishing Division,
particularly those in the Printing, Reproduction
and Distribution Sections who are unfailingly co-
operative and kind.

The next issue will be on 16 January. In the
meantime, we wish everyone from the third base-
ment to the thirty-eighth floor a peaceful holiday
season and, on behalf of the staff at Headquarters,
send greetings to our colleagues round the world.

ed.



SG/SNI/2655
IIQ/3SO
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STAT.fS.Ktrr BY mTBE

Follovlr.g is the text of a sta:EeffieTnt'i5ude today by
Kurt IiTal,dliedia at a eai:eF.or.y held for 'bl;e pre s cntafci.cn o±* a gift from the
Govarnaent of the Feciral KcputlLic o

It gives me gre^it- ple-apure to accept on behalf of tfcfs United Nations
the gift which the E'ideral Reputlla of Garaiarjy has made in remodellirig the
Quiet Ro-m of the Secui'ity Council,

One of the main purposes cf the Quiet Room will be to serve as a pIUs.ce
where ncmbers of ihe SecurJ.tj'1 Cotmciil can meet "iiaformala-y to discuss matters
of current concern u I beli.eve that the comfortable and related atmosphere
which has been created here will do much to facilitate the iiaportant work of
the members of the Councila

Moreover, the room itself is a significant artistic contribution to the
United Nations building arid, an impressive exaro.p'I.G of coateniporary interior design
ar.d creativity a Or this oceaaion3 I vou'i.d .Ll.ke to express a special tribute to
Professors Gunter Fz'iJhtr^unlc and Paolo Meatier for their excellei-.it work in
designing the new Quiet Room.

It is especially appropriate that today's ceremony should, take place at
a tJjae when the presld.ency of the Security Council is, for the second tiae,. held
by the Federal Republic of Germany,, The Federal Republic has in recent years
made an important contribution to the work of the United Nations in the Security
Council, and in mony other areas^ Its initiative in proposing an international
convention aga1.nct the taULng of hostages sad, with ether ciei-ibers of the Council,
in the efforts to bring about a peaceful solution in Namib:ia? and its support
for the United Nations' peace-keeping operations f are only a few of the instances
in wh;".3h the Federal fepablic has played a most significant role,

(more)
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Mr. j&abassador, I would like to take this opportunity to express my sincere
thanfcs to your Government, and particularly to Foreign Minister Genscher for the
co-operation which has marked the relations between the United Nations and the
Federal Republic of Germany. In particular, I wish to thank you personally,
Mr, Ambassador, for your constant and imaginative contributions to the work of
our Organization and for your efforts in realizing the splendid gift of this
Quiet Room of the Security Council, I am fully confident that we can look
forward to a continuation of this constructive relationship in the years ahead.

In now officially accepting this gift in the name of the United Nations,
I wish to express my warm gratitude to the Government and the people of the
Federal Republic of Germany for their very generous gesture.
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SECEETARY-GEMEBjftL 'jk STATEMENT AT GENERAL ASSEMBLY PLENARY MEETING ON

THIRTY YEAlkS Ol^T-HE-UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS

Folio-wing is the statement by Secretary-General Kurt tfaldheim made at
today's meeting of the General Assembly in connexion with the item: Thirty
Years of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; International Co-operation
for the Promotion and Observance of Civil, Political, Economic, Social and
Cultural Rightsi .

The thirtieth anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
comes at a time when the occasion serves as more than a symbol. It is a time
when, both in the United Nations and outside, we witness a new surge of thought
and feeling about the importance of human rights in national and in inter=
national life.

¥e are gathered here to commemorate the Declaration and rededicate
ourselves to the aims and principles enunciated in it. Rededication demands
that we realistically assess how far we have come in 30 years in carrying out
our objectives and how much remains to be done.

The record shows, I believe, that we have accomplished much. It shows
that many nations in all parts of the world have initiated reforms and broken
new ground with human rights legislation inspired by the Declaration, It also
shows that the. United Nations and its family of specialized agencies have
adopted a wide range of important international covenants, conventions and
procedures which give expression to the moral conscience of humanity.

Our progress in the delicate e.nd complex area of human rights is all the
more significant in view of the political and cultural diversity that is the
mark of our Organization. A lively debate has taken place in the world as to
how human rights are to be interpreted in particular social and economic
contexts. This demonstrates the strength of the concern with human rights felt
by Member States. It would indeed have been strange if with their various
traditions, ideologies and levels of economic development, they did not
differ in their points of emphasis as far as the totality of human rights is
concerned„

(more)
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However, the debate has reinforced the consensus that human rights are
mutually interdependent. All are agreed that an improved international
security system would reduce suspicion and fear and thus enhance the prospect
for the realization of fundamental freedoms for the citizens of all States-
Likewise, there is now a recognition that human rights cannot be fully attained
unless a new international economic order is established. It is now agreed
that civil and political rights are closely related to economic, social and
cultural ones. There is a greater awareness now than ever before of the scope
and implications of different rights. As a result, some misconceptions are
being discarded.

It is recognized that we cannot detach the problem of human rights from
that of 'equitable economic relations, nor consider the development process
as overriding human rights. We thus have witnessed a synthesis of viewpoints
voiced by different groups of countries. Nothing in the debate which has
taken place detracts from any provision in the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. Though proclaimed in the early years of this Organization, it has
stood the challenge of all later developments.

International co-operation is at the heart of the Declaration, and it is
largely responsible for what progress we have made. However, we would do a
disservice to the anniversary we observe today if we do not acknowledge how
far we still stand from securing the "equal and inalienable rights of all
members of the human family".

¥e cannot pretend that the gap has been bridged between aspiration and
achievement. Millions continue to suffer the indignity of officially sanctioned
raciul 'discrimination in the evil practice of apartheid. Other problems of
a different kind beset the efforts to close the gap. A world which contains
millions up-rooted from their homes, an untold number arrested arbitrarily
or imprisoned without trial, a world which still witnesses the practices of
torture, a world in which millions live under alien subjugation, a world in
which more than a billion people are illiterate, large numbers are on the
brink of starvation or lack medical care, a world in which children are ex-
ploited, the elderly neglected and women consigned to an inferior status --
such a world is not, by any reckoning, a world where human rights are being
universally respected.

In ]ight of the efforts made so far and the size of the obvious gap that
remains to be filled, we need to consider what can be done to advance the
purposes of this Universal Declaration of Human Rights which we come here
to commemorate.

As far as I am concerned, the advancement of human rights has always been
a priority objective and I remain ready to be helpful in any way possible.
The main criterion for all our efforts in this regard has always been,--and
must always be, to find the way best suited to achieve positive results in
assuring respect for the human rights of all individuals everywhere., Nothing

(more )
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brings me greater satisfaction than helping to save the life of a human being,
to free prisoners of conscience or otherwise alleviate human suffering.
Perhaps one of the greatest hopes this Organization has to offer peoples
throughout the world is the assurance that we care what happens to them as
individual human beings and are dedicated to trying to bring them a better
and more secure life.

This hope would be strengthened if individual Governments would also
examine vhat further measures they might take, I appeal to Governments to
review their legislation to see whether it can be modified or implemented in
a way more responsive to the purposes of the Universal Declaration. I also
appeal to those Governments which have not yet ratified the existing conventions
and covenants in this field to do so as soon as possible.

For our goal must be to bring into being a universal system governed
by the rule of law for the protection and promotion of human rights.

Our success ultimately depends upon the commitment, political will and
co-operation of all Member States* Without that support, the Organization
will be unable to meet the many challenges before us; with it there is a very
real promise of progress towards fulfilling the Declaration^ goal of a world
in which freedom, justice and peace rest on a foundation of the equal and
inalienable rights of all peoples everywhere.
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STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TO THE SECURITY COUNCIL OWUNIFIL

Following is the text of a statement by Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim
in the Security Council this afternoon.

Members of the Council have before them my report of 18 November (S/12929)
which the Council requested when it renewed UNIFIL's mandate in September.
That report gives an account of the current situation in the United Nations
Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) and in particular the difficulties which
UNIFIL is experiencing in fulfilling the mandate entrusted to it by the
Security Council.

Since my report was issued there have been no significant improvements
either in the situation as a whole or in the deployment of UNIFIL, although our
efforts both at United Nations Headquarters and in the area, are continuing
through contacts with the parties principally concerned.

I have already had occasion to inform the members of the Council In sor.ie
detail of specific aspects of UNIFIL1s current situation, and I do not wish to
go over the same ground again. The main points are in any case included in the
observations contained in my report which is now before the Council.

I am confident that the formal discussion of my report by the Council will
contribute to the effectiveness of UNIFIL, to the morale of the Force, and to
the confidence of the Lebanese Government in the United Nations. I welcome this
opportunity for the Council to take note of the present situation and to discuss
how best to proceed with the task of fully implementing resolutions 425 and 2̂6.
I do not think that any of us had any illusions in March of this year when
UTTIFIL was established as to the difficulties which UHIFIL would certainly
encounter. It is those difficulties which are now under consideration. I remain
convinced, however, that in the long run the only durable and reliable means
by which peace and security can return to south Lebanon is by the restoration
of the sovereignty and. authority of the Lebanese Government.

(more)
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Obviously the successful implementation of IMIFIL's mandate is an essential
part of this process. The fact that this objective is so difficult to achieve
is certainly no reason for failing to make the maximum possible effort to
achieve it, I therefore welcome the opportunity which this meeting provides
for the Security Council to discuss the problem. I hope very much that, with
the co-operation of the Council and with the results of its deliberations here,
we shall be able to enter a new chapter in the implementation of resolution ' ~'
and the carrying out of the mandate of UNIFIL.

* *x-x- *


